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オリンパス倒立顕微鏡 IMT嗣 2に中央精機の自動 X-yステージを組み込みん

















Phase / Impedance Analyzerを使用した。 High側の Potentialと Current





HP-4194A Gain Phase / Impedance Analyzerと中央精機M9103DCサーボ
モーターコントローラーは GP-IB介して Windows PCで制御した。制御プ
ログラムはナショナルインスツルメントのプログラム言語 LabVIEWを使用し
て作成した。測定はスポット、ラインスキャン、ラスタスキャンの3つのモー
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図9 カー ボンシー ト(水中)の(b)キャパシタンスと(c)コンダクタンスの
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図10水中のステンレス・メッシュの(b)キャパシタンスと(c)コンダクタンス
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Abstract: This review describes theoretical analysis and measurement techniques for 
dielectric spectroscopy of biological cells in the radio frequency range. The main focus 
is the s醐dispersiondue to interfacia1 polarization. The s酬dispersionhas been analyzed 
using various electrical nlodels proposed for diverse cells in morphology. Recent 
technical developluents in dielectric spectroscopy allow real-time monitoring of 
dynamic behavior of cels under physiological conditions and characterizing single 
cels. 
1.Introduction 
Dielectric spectroscopy has proved to be a useful technique for analyzing 
heterogeneous systelns， especially biological cel suspensions and tissues because of its 
capabiliちrof non寸前asive lneasurements [1圃7]. The application of dielectric 
spectroscopy is no longer litnited to acadelnic researches， but also includes industrial 
bioprocess controls and medical diagnostics. This review is concemed with (a) 
theoretical analysis of dielectric behavior of biological cels， (b) dielectric monitoring 
techniques of cells under physiological conditions， and (c) single圃cellapproaches to 
characterize individual cels. 
2 
h在anybiological cells have been studied by dielectric spectroscopy and the 
dielectric spectra have been analyzed using theories based on various electrical models 
for cels. The development of personal cOlnputers enabled us to deal with complicated 
and realistic ceil models such as composite cel models iI1dllding intraCCHIliar 
organel1es and el1ipsoidal cel1 models for non-spherical cels. 
The advent of instruments capable of rapid and automated lneasurelnents over a 
wide range of frequencies has lnade it possible to study dynalnic dielectric behavior in 
time圃dependentphenOlnena. The phenomena so far studied are celI sedunentation [8]， 
ceI aggregation [9]， cel1 division and growth in culture [10，11]， organ deterioration [12]， 
and embryogenesis ofsingle frog elnbryos [13]. 
Single圃cel analysis is a recent trend in biological and medical researches. 
Characterization of individual cells by dielectric spectroscopy has many advantages 
over the “suspension" technique with ceI populations. The single帽cel1approach can 
escape . from tI1ne醐consmningpreparation of a unifonn population of celIs， which is 
required for the “suspension" technique. In addition， the theoretical analysis becolnes 
relatively simple because it needs not to take into account electrical interactions 
between cels. 
2. Theoretical analysis of dielectric dispersion of biological cel suspensions 
A biologcal celI is a heterogeneous systeln that consists of the plasma melnbrane 
and the cytoplasln. The plasma lnelnbrane that is a lipid bilayer containing proteins has 
low ionic penneability and， therefore， isregarded as a low conducting thin shelI. If the 
cytoplasln is assumed to be a hOlnogeneous phase書thesimplest electrical model of the 
cel is that a conducting sphere is covered wIth an insulating thin shell [14]. This cel 
model， cal1ed the “single幽shell"model， essentially explaines dielectric relaxation of cel 
suspensions due to interfacial polarization (or the Maxwell嗣Wagnereffect)， which 
occurs at the boundaries between materials of different electrical properties. The 
cytoplasm is， however， a heterogeneous systeln containing intracel1ular organelles， 
proteins， nuculeic acids and so forth， and thus its electrical properties are not sI1nple and 
might depend on frequency. Membrane-bounded intracel1ular organelles shovv dielectric 
relaxation due to interfacial polarization [15-19]. Protein and DNA solutions have 
dielectric relaxation due to orientation of polar molecules and counterion fluctuation， 
respectively [20]. 
羽市endielectric spectra are measured for biological tissues and cel suspensions 
over a frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 GHz， three distinct dispersions (or relaxations)， 
temled a-， s-and y-dispersions would be found in an idealized case [1]. The α輔
dispersion， which appears at frequencies below a few kHz， is not easy to be lneasured 
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because of inte1'fe1'ence f1'011 artifactual electrode pola1'ization effects. The relaxation 
p1'ocess has not been well understood but could be originated fro11 the displacement of 
counter ions sUlTounding charged n1e111b1'anes [21]. The s-dispe1'sion is due to interfacial 
pularizatiun， being maiiJy attiibuted tu the existence of the insulating plasma lnelnbrane 
sUlTounding cels. This is apparent fro11 the fact that the dispersion aln10st disappears 
after the 1nen1brane is disrupted or pennealized by detergents [22]. The y-dispersion that 
results from reorientation ofwater 1nolecules lies above 1 GHz [23]. Between the トand
トdispersionsthere l1ay be sl1a1 dispersions that could be accounted for by relaxation 
of biopolYlners and bound water. 
Of the dielectric dispersions， our n1ain COnCelTI is theトdispersionand we will 
discuss what kind of information about cells and cellular cOl11ponents can be obtained 
froln the トdispersionin the next subsections. 
2.1 Plaslna lnembrane 
The electrical properties of the plaslna 1nel11brane lnay be the l10st irnportant 
information obta.ined from the トdispersion.Here， we first discuss the accuracy of the 
estimation of the mel11brane capacitance， and conductance using the single帽shellnlodel 
that is cOlnposed of a spherical core of the complex pennittivityぶanda shell of らよ
C0111plex pennittivity (or cOl11plex relative pen11i凶Vl句ら moreprecisely) is defined as 
f=ト jKlω80，where 8 isrelative pennittivity， K conductivity，ωangular frequency， 80 
the permittivity of vacuum and j=(圃1)12.The equivalent， hOllogeneous cOlnplex 
permittivity of the shell叩 here8p* isgiven by Maxwell [24]. 
事 2ε$+sf-2vts:-67i
8_=8__~\J J.J J. 
y 川 28ん+8;'+vt8;， -8;"} . 
where v=( 1-dl R/， R is the outer radius of the shell-sphere and d isthe thickness of the 
shell. The complex pen11ittivity e* of the systelll in which the shell世spheresofイare
dispersed in a continuous mediul11 of 8a* at volume fraction φis given by Wagner' s 
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<Fig.l> 
The membrane conductance Gm (defined as G"，=凡/d) of the intact plas111a membrane is 
usually lower than 100 81m2; the membrane conductivity Km is below 10・6S/m and 111uch 
lower than the mediul11 conductivity Ka and the cytoplasnlic conductivi勿件 The
1ne111brane thickness d isabout 10 nm， and thus 1nuch smaller than the cel radius R. 
AssU11ing that凡/尽くく1，只)Kiくく1and dIR<<1， Eqs.1 and 2 approximately provide one 
dielectric relaxation of lnagnitude .18 [14]. 
8=~φ 笠!!!.11+ RG_. f土+一φ)I 
(2+φ)260 l FFILK-I や+φ九)J
where Cm isthe lnembrane capacitance defined as Cm=EmEoI d. When G m陪0，L18is 
9φ RC 





To exainine the e飴ctof Gm on .18， the A&I A&( Gm=O) is obtained dividing 均.4byEq.3. 
d.& (~3Rο ，-2 ~ _ RG 
=11+ー.:.:::.?!!..I 掲 1-3~ ， (5) Aε(G m = 0)-l ~ I 2K a) ~ ~ ~ K a 
where， for sake of simplici句"we suppose thatκl=1C and φくく1.When Ka =1 S/m (the 
value is relevant to physiological saline solutions) and Gm = 1000 SI1n2 (a lnuch higher 
value for G1I of intact cells)， .1&1.1&(G11/=O) is 0.985 for R=5μnl. Hence， we can 
reasonably assume Gm=O for intact cells of ordinary size and thus calculate the 
membrane capacitance Cm from the observed L18 using Eq.4 if the cel radius R and the 
volume fraction φare given. The volume fraction is estimated from the values obtained 
for ~ (the litniting conductivi句， of the suspension at low frequencies) and Ka (白e




This equation is derived from Eq.2 by assulningろくくKa・1nsteadof Eqs.4 and 6， 
alternative equations based on Hanai' s mixture equation [26] are used， especially for 
concentrated cel1 suspensions [27，28]. 
包1_ /_ _ '\~ 1 RC 
d.8=三11-(1-φ)~ ト一色
L， L J 80 
(7) 
か l-(;Ji3 (8) 
The melnbrane capacitance estIlnated froln Eq.4 or Eq.7， however， isnot “specific" 
111embrane capacitance， but depends on the degree of lnelnbrane ramification 
(ll1icrovilation， enfolding， etc.). 1ndeed， the 111embrane capacitance estI1nated for 
cultured cells from Eq.4 increased with increasing the degree of melnbrane ralnification 
caused by osmotic perturbation [29，30]. 
We have assUlled that the lnelnbrane capacitance is independent of frequency. 1s 
this assulnption reasonable? The basic structure of the plaslna melnbrane is a lipid 
bilayer that has a hydrophobic core layer and a hydrophilic surface layer. The two-layer 
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systeln is expected to show one dielectric dispersion due to interfacial polarization. 
Coster et al. [31] found that the membrane capacitance of lipid bilayers showed' a slnal 
dielectric dispersion at low frequencies below a few Hz. The lnelnbrane capacitance that 
was lneasured fur SuiTIe nun-excitable cel1s (eηthrocytesラHeLaand myeroma)using the 
patch pipe抗ewas ahnost unchanged between 1 Hz and 1 kHz [28，32]. On the contrary， 
frequency dependence of the. lnelnbrane. capacitance was found for lnusc1e cells and 
their culture cells， being due to the presence of the extensive enfolding of surface 
lnelnbraneラ nalnelyT-tubules [33個35].Nerve nlelnbranes also sho，"'ed frequency帽
dependent melnbrane capacitance， whichャwasexplained in tenns of the ionic f10w 
related to nlenlbrane excitabiliザ [36，37].Frequency dependence of the lnelnbrane 
capacitance could also arise企olneither the orientation of polar lnolecules or the 
lnigration of charged molecules in the lnembrane. 
2.2 External 11αtrix 
Bacteriaラ yeastand plant cels have external matrices (cel wal1) outside the 
plasma lnelnbrane. For analysis of dielectric behavior of such cells， the single圃shell
model is not available unless the electrical properties of the cel wall are the. salne as 
those of the external mediuln. This is also the case for animal cels in the mediunl of a 
low ionic strength， where the counterion cloud in the neighborhood of the charged 
surface of the plasnla membrane fonns a conducting layer. An electricallnodel for these 
cells lnight be represented by the “twかshell"lnodel in which a sphere is covered with 
two concentric shel1s (Fig.2b) [38-40]. The effective cOlnplex pennittivity ofthe cel 8c• 
本 28;+ε;-2wls;-s;)
8_ = 8日必¥r-也;;-..r‘
レJ>' 28: + 8; + W~8:. -8; ) ， (9) 
where 8w
本
isthe complex pennittivity of the cel1 wall，今*is given by Eq.l， w=(トdJRc)， 
dw is the wall thickness and凡isthe outer cel radius. Substituting どforイinEq.2 we 
obtain the cOlnplex pennittivity ofthe cel suspension. Assuming that Gm=O and d/Rくくl












The 81 and K， lnarkedly depend on the κ/Ka ratio as shown in Fig.3a.The presence of 
the wall also affects the shape of the dielectric spectrum; a two圃stepcurve cOlnposed of 
two relaxation tenns is obtained for K.，/ Ka *"1， whereas there is a single relaxation for 
~/Ka =1 (Fig.3b). 
Since the conductivity of the ceII waIl is not known， the volulne fraction φcannot 
be caIculated from Eq.ll. However， once the volulne fraction is detennined by 101ト
electrical methods such as the dye exclusio11 lnethod with large lnarker lnolecules that 
do not penetrate into the waII， we can estI1nate the wal1 conductivi句rfronl Eq.ll and the 
membrane capacitance from Eq.l0 if w is known. The conductivity of the waIl of 
bacteria and yeast cells was determined by varying ionic strength of the extemal 
lnedium [38，41，42]. The relationships between the wall conductivity and the ionic 
strength were similar to that for i01トexchangeresi1s of fixed charges. The κ/Ka was 
higher than uni句rat low Ka and decreased beyond unity with increasing Ka' This is 
because mobile ions distribute between the charged lnatrix and the. extemal mediwn 
foIlowing the Donnan equilibrium and the volume ratio of the space available for 
lnobile ions in the wal1 is les than uni匂r.
<Figs. 2 and 3> 
2.3 Relαxation ollnolecules 仰がoplasll1
Protein and DNA solutions show dielectric relaxation due to 11101ecular orientation 
and counterion redistribution， respectively. Can we obtain such infonnation企omthe 
dielectric spectra of cel suspensions? It depends on the lnagnitude .1& and the 
characteristi c合'equency!cof the dielectric dispersion due to interfacial polarization， 
which are essentiaIIy predicted froln the single幽shel1mode1. At lower frequencies than 
the!c， the infonnation on the cytoplasm is hardly obtained， because the electric field 
strength in the cytoplasm is very small owing to the insulating plaslna membrane. The 
information of the cytoplasm is obtainable at higher frequencies than the!c ， where the 













where 1C and Ka are the conductivity of the cytoplasm and the extenlal lnediwn， 
respectively. When 1C and Ka are 1 Shn (the value corresponds to physiological saline 
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solutions)， Icis about 1 1¥狂lZfor R of 5μlU. The value is close to白atof dielectric 
dispersion of protein solutions (1-10MHz) and luuch higher than that of the low'圃
frequency dispersion of DNA solutions (ト100Hz). Therefore， itis hard to study the 
biulugical niarcruinulecules in intact cells under physiological conditions. Ho¥vever， if
K; and Ka are lowered or the plasl11a l11elubrane was penllealized with chemical reagents 
such as detegents and ionophores， dielectric dispersion of proteins l1ight be obtainable. 
2.41nftαcellular structul・6
A sI111ple model like the single醐shellluodel l1ay represent mannnalian 
e乃花hrocytesthat have no intracellular organelles. 1ndeed， spherical erythrocytes that 
were swollen in moderate hypotonic l11edia showed one dielectric. dispersion， which was 
fully sI111ulated by the single圃shelll110del [43，44]. However， the cytoplasm of lUOSt 
biological cel types has organelles and membranous structure， which are polarized 
owing to interfacial polarization. The polarization luay cause additional dielectric 
dispersions besides the luain dielectric dispersion due to the plaslua 111embrane. 1n order 
to analyze the dielectric spectra of such cel1s， various composite cel luode1s including 
intracellular structure have been proposed (Fig.4). 1rI1n民jiriet a1. [45] have developed 
the theo:ry of the "double圃shell"lnodel (Fig.la)， and first applied it to lytupholua cels 
that possess a sizable nucleus. The double圃shellmodel also success白l1ysuuulated the 
dielectric spectra of isolated lnitochondria with double membranes [19]， lYluphocytes 
[30，43，46]， budding yeast cells having a vacuole in the cytoplasm [40， 47]. Plant 
protoplasts isolated frolu leaves have a large vacuole and a thin cytoplasluic layer 
containing cluoroplasts. The dielectric spectra of plant protoplasts were composed of 
two large dispersions， and one sll1al dispersion at higher frequencies. F orthe dispersion 
curves， the double-shell model including vesic1es (Fig.1 b) gave a better simulation than 
the double醐shellmodel [48]. 1n this case， the inner-shell sphere corresponds to the 
vacuole and the vesicles to出echloroplasts. 
<Fig.4> 
2.5 Cell shape 
The dielectric spectra of cel1 suspensions considerably depend on cel shape. Non幽
spherical cells are represented by the shell-ellipsoid l11odel， inwhich an ellipsoid is 
covered with a confocal shell (Fig.4c). The dielectric theory of the shell-ellipsoid model 
is more complicated than that of spherical luodels because the e偽 ctivecomplex 
pemlittivity of the shell圃ellipsoidイhasthree components along its three axes [49-52]. 
1n the case of an ellipsoid of rotation vvith two different axes， the dielectric dispersion of 
the dilute suspension of randolnly oriented cells is approxinlately represented by a sum 
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of two subdispersions corresponding to the two COlnpOnents ofろへ
118， 11s今一1<，
& =8，. 十 -' -+ ー +一一」一山‘
" l+jのτ 1+jω'r2 jω80 
(13) 
wheie L1e isthe fJlaguItude uf dispersion， tthe relaxation tI1ne and subscripts 1 and 2 
refer to the dispersIons due to the two components of イalongthe rotational axis and 
the other axis， respectively. The L1&/ L1lミandthe 'r/ち aresI1nply represented by the 
following equations [53]. 
~&l _ (~+A)2 
~&2 -16A(~ -A)' 
'r1 _ f1+ AXl-A}+ A(l吋 }1<I/1<aι-2[A(i-+A)+-A(I-A}K;/1<a] 
The depolarization factor A along the rotational axis is given by 
A=_~l→ q 叫十ベ(νq〆2一1)す判川)1/γ門川，1/収収¥/ρ2J，オ2 ， (伽f白0ωrq2一1I (q2一1y/2 ...l'1 I ¥'1 . / J 
A=_l 二 q AAm40 
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where q =a/b， a isthe'semiaxis along the rotational axis and b isthe other selniaxis. 
Fi思lre5 shows the A， L1&/L1q and 'r/'r2 calculated from Eqs.14-17. The 'r/ちincreases
crossing over unity at. qロ1with increasing the axial ratio. The Ll8/L1ら isroughly 
proportional to q for prolate spheroids (q> 1)， whereas it varies inversely as q foroblate 
spheroids (qく1).
As n01トsphericalcells， E.coli of rod-like shape， erythrocyte of biconcave shape， 
budding yeast as doublet， and fission yeast of rod圃likeshape have been studied by 
dielectric spectroscopy [6，51，53， 54]. All these cells whose shape is represented as a 
body of rotation showed dielectric dispersion that was decomposed into two 
subdispersions as expected from the theory based on the shelI圃spheroidmode1. The 
theory， however， provides rather quaIitative explanations and there are SOlne 
discrepancies between the theoretical calculations and the measured data. For a 
quantitative explanation， numerical calcuIation lnethods with cel models of more 
realistic shape have been developed [55，56]. 
<Fig.5> 
3. Monitoring of cels under physiological conditions 
Rapid and automated instruments for dielectric spectroscopy encourage us to 
investigate dynamic behavior of biological cells under physiological conditions 
a1though there is stiU a serious problenl to be solved for practical app1ications. The 
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detai1ed analyses described in the above section were lnade for the data obtained under 
rather artificial condtions (i.e.， in relatively low salt lnedia and at high cel 
concentrations) to avoide errors due. to elelctrode plarization. For special samples such 
as whule. bluud in which the vulwne fraction of erjtr.uocytes is very high (-40%)， the 
conventional two嗣electrodelnethod (Fig.6a) can be used without serious errors due to 
electrodepolarization， cf.， monitoring of rouleaux fonnation by eηthrocytes in human 
blood [9]. However， incel1 culture where the volulne fraction of cells is a few percents 
at lTIOst， the dielectric dispersion of cel1 suspensions is appreciably lnasked by the 
electrode polarizationeffect.Hence， a prerequisite for successfullneasurements is how 
to. eli1ninate the electrode polarization effect. To solve this problenl， Harris et a1. [10] 
elnployed the four-electrode method (Fig.6b)， inwhich electrodes for current supply are 
separated. from electrodes for; voltage detection [57， 58]. Recently， an altemative 
technique has beendeveloped by Wakanlatsu [59]， which uses an inductive probe 
consisting of two concentric toroidal coils instead of lnetal electrodes (Fig.6c). The 
technique is regarded as an electrode圃lessnlethod based on electrolnagnetic induction. 
1n the next subsections， the exalnples lnonitored by the electromagnetic induction 
method are described. 
<Fig.6> 
3;~lBacteria and yeast growth in culture 
The relative pe:qnitivity of the culture nlediU1n inoculated with E. co/i or yeast 
was. monitored during its. non幽synchronousand synchronous growth. With either the 
single世shel1model or the ellipsoidal model， the relative pennitivity 8 of a cel1 
suspension is proportional to the cel concentration. Since the cel concentration 
increases exponentiallyin cel growth and levels off at the stationary phase， the relative 
pennittivity of the. culture broth would show an exponential increase followed by a 
plateau. Fi思re7 shows the tI1ne course of the increment in relative permitivity 
δ~ probed at 0.17 :rv任fz.For n01トsynchronousgrowth of E. col i and yeast， an exponential 
increase in δ~ was found as expected. On the other hand， for synchronized culture of 
yeast， the δ~ periodically changed in the ear1y growth phase. The cyc1e of δs 
corresponds to one cel1 division cycle， being explained as follows. The increase in 8& is 
due to the increase in both cel1 volU1ne and length， and the decrease in 88 is due to the 
shape change in cel separation (mitosis). This was confinned both by a theoretical 
sI1nulation [52] and by experi1nental evidence [54，60]. 
<Fig.7> 
3.2 Fermentation in brewely 
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Dielectric spectroscopy have been applied to lnonitoring offennenation processes 
in beer and whisky brewery [61]. The lnonitoring provides integrated infonnation on 
yeast cel1 properties， such ascell concentration， changes in cell volulne and cel shape， 
and cel viabili与 Thinformation is important for analyzing and controlling the 
fennentation processes. In whisky fennentation， the changes in relative pennittivity of 
the fennenting.. wort showed four distinct phases. . Inthe first phase， the relative 
pennittivi句， & increased owing to the increse in cel nUlnber. After the increase in cel1 
number stoped， an increase in 8 ¥rvas stillobserved (the second phase)， being explained 
in tenns of the increase in cel1 VOlUlne. . Inthe third phase， there was a decrease in & due 
to both of the decrese in cel1 volU1ne and the increse in nUlnber of dead cels. 1n the last 
phase the relative pennittivi句，became the same value as that of the lnedim， indicating 
that 1108t cells were dead because dead cells with leaky plasma membranes are not 
polarized in ac fields. 1n beer fennentation， the dielec凶cmonitoring suggested that 
n10st cells were alive al over the fennenation and that the initial cel growth was highly 
synchronized. 
4. Single-cell analysis 
“Single圃cell"approaces would be lnore straightforward than the ‘suspension' 
lnethod that estI1nates the average electrical properties of cells froln the dielectric 
spectruln of their suspension using an appropriate lnixtureequation.An application of 
dielec甘icspectroscopy to single cel1swas first carried out with eggs byCole and GutInan 
[62]. Since the single-cell analysis need not to take into account electrical interactions 
between cells， Wagner's n1ixture equation can be used for.theanalysis. 1ndeed， Pauly-
Schwan's equation based on Wagner' s lnixture equation excel1ent1y simulated the 
dielectric behavior of single stherical bilayer tnembranes [63] and single microcapsules 
[64] as tnodels for biological cels. The measuretnent technique used forsingle eggs and 
cel models (Fig.8a)，however， isdifficult to apply to cel1s of ordinary size (-10μtn). 
Instead， electromechanical methods can be used to investigate electrical properties of such 
single cells [65]， utilizing their motional responses to applied ac fields， namely 
dielectrophoresis [66必9](Fig.8b) ald electrorotation [70，71] (Fig.8c). An altemative 
approach is the use ofthe "scanning dielectric lnicroscope" (SDM) that can image local 
relative pennittivi句，and conductivity sensed usi担ga scanning fine probe [72] (Fig.8c). 
<Fig.8> 
4.1 Electromechanical techniques 
When subjected to an ac field， a cel is polarized and has a induced dipole lnOtnent. 
The cel with the induced dipole n101nent experiences forces and torques in the ac field. 
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Hence， the lnotional responce of a single cel， lneasured as a function of合equecyof the 
ac field， provides the dielectric spectrum of the cel through appropriate theories. The 
electrorotation meausres the rotational rate of a cel in a rotating electric field that is 
generated with four electrodes arfarlged as show官 inFig.8b{70F711.The rotational rate 
is proportional to the imaginary part of the dipole lnolnent of the cel induced by the 
elelctric field. The dielectrophoresis uses heterogeneous ac fields produced using 
aSytnlnetric electrodes such as the electrode systeln shown in Fig.8c [68，69]. A cel 
experiences force in the heterogeneous ac field and lnigrates along the gradient of the 
electric field strength. The lneasurement of the dielectrophoretic force provides the real 
part of the induced dipole mOlnent of the cel. 
4.2 Scanning dielectric nucroscopy 
The scanning dielectric lnicroscopy (SDM) was developed for imaging the 
pennittivity and conductivi句rof fine particles in an aqueous mediU1n over a wide 
frequency range. Figure 8d shows a schelnatic view of the SDM. The coaxial probe 
consisting of an inner probing electrode and an outer guard electrode is scanned over a 
salnple on a plate electrode. Dielectric lneasurements are made based on the three幽
terminal lnethod that is effective to e1iminate the fringing field and to restrict the 
measurelnent to a small area. The SDM， therefore， would enable us to examine 
dielectric properties of individual biological cells， although. its application to date is 
limited to low.圃conductivelnedia. This method has been applied to single sub-lmn size 
PS microcapsules [73] and cultured cel1s [74]. 
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Fig.l Single-she111nodel for melnbrane圃boundedspherical cels. 8;*，号Jandtジ
are the complex pennittivities of the inner phase， the melnbrane， and the 
extemal mediuln. R the outer adius of the shell圃sphereand d isthe lnelnbrane 
thiclmess. e* is the cOlnplex permittivity of the suspension containing shell帽
spheres of ろ*at volume仕actionφ.
ε; 
Fig.2 Two-shell model for wall醐boundedcels. /;ら本 isthe equivalent complex 
pennittivity of the whole sphere， 8p * the equivalent cOlnplex pennittivity of the 
membrane国boundedsphere， ε~.* the cOlnplex permittivi句rof the wal1， dw the wal1 
thickness and Rc the outer radius of the sphere. 
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Fig.3 Effects of wal1 conductivi句ron dielectric dispersion of cel suspension， 
which were simulated using the two-shell model. (A) The low醐合equencylimits 
of relative permittivity 81 and conductivity同calculatedfrom Eqs.l 0 and 1 are 
plotted for the ratio of the wall conductivi句rK.y to the medium conductivity Ka' 
(B) The dielectric dispersion curves were calculated forκ/Ka=0.05， 1， 20. The 
parameter values used are: bj=60，久y=60，弓1=80，時口0.1Sm-t， Ka=O.l Sm-t， Rロ5
μm， d"，=7 nm， 札口0.5μm，φ=0.1.
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A B C 
Fig.4 Composite cel models and an ellipsoidal cel mode1. (A) Double輔shell
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Fig.5 Effects of cel shape on dielectric dispersion of cel1 suspension， 
which were simulated using the shel1-spheroid lnodel. (A) The 
depolarization factor A calculated froln Eqs.16 and 17， (B) the Ll8/t1b2 ratio 
calculated from Eq.14. and (C) the 1:c/1:c2 ra.tio calculated froln Eq.15 are 
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Fig.6 Methods used for dielectric lnonitoring. (A) Two-elec廿odemethod， (B) 
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Fig.7 Dielectric monitoring of bacteria and yeast cells in culture using the 
electrolnagnetic induction method. The increment in relative permittivi句fδs 
from the initial culture lnedium was lneasured at 0.17 J¥1Hz. (A) Non圃
synchronous growth of Eschel叱iaco/i (K12)， (B) norトsynchronousgrowth of 









Fig.8 Methods used for single醐celmeasurement. (A) Dielectric spectroscopy 
with a small paralle1 plate capacitor， (B) electrorotaiton， (C) dielectrophoresis， 
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CBARACTERIZATION OF HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS BY 
DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY 
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This article describes applications of dielectric spectroscopy to heterogeneous systems， 
such as particle suspensions， lnembranes in liquids and compQsite materials. 
Heterogeneous systems including interfaces show dielectric relaxation due to interfacial 
polarization. Theories for interfacial polarization in two-， three幽 andmulti-phase 
systems are summarized and technical developments in dielectric spectroscopy are also 
described. Practical applications to artificial and biological membrane systems and 
colloidal suspensions including biological cells are presented. 
Keywords: dielectric spectroscopy; heterogeneous systems; dielectric relaxation; 
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Colloidal dispersions， lnembranes in liquids， composite materials and biological 
cells are heterogeneous systems， which have diverse functions and structures by 
assembling the constituent cOlnponents in various ways. Characterization of 
heterogeneous systems requires in situ and nOIトinvasivelneasurement. Dielectric 
spectroscopy that lneasures permittivi句rand conductivity as a function of frequency in a 
non-invasive way is well suited for this purpose and can provide insights into the 
structures and electrical properties of heterogeneous systems at lnolecular and 
3 
lnacroscopic levels. Materials are polarized in ac fields by various polarization 
mechanisms and their permittivity， asa measure of the polarization， shows frequency 
dependence， namely dielectric relaxation or dielectric dispersion. Since heterogeneous 
systelns have interfaces where materials of different electrical properties contact each 
other， the characteristic polarization is interfacial polarization that is due to the build-up 
of charge on the interfaces [ト8].The dielectric relaxation due to interfacial polarization 
provides information on the heterogeneous structure and the electrical properties of the 
constituent cOlnponents using an appropriate theory. 
Dielectric theories of interfacial polarization have been developed， their validity 
being tested with various heterogeneous systems [1輔4].Theoretical studies have stil 
continued to seek. more reliable theories with lnore realistic models. Measurement 
techniques in dielectric spectroscopy have been drastically changed by the advent of 
computer，聞controlledinstruments capable of precise and ra戸dmeasurenrrents over a 
wide frequency range in the last two decades， nanrrely， broadband dielectric 
spec廿oscopyand tinre圃donrrainreflectometry. This has allowed lnore precise analysis 
and facilitated investigations of time圃dependentphenomena. Dielectric spectroscopy 
also provides a promising lnethod for quality control in factories and for evaluation of 
industrial products. 
In this review， 1 sUlnmarize theories of interfacial polarization in various 
heterogeneous systenrrs and technical developlnents in dielectric spectroscopy. 1 present 
sOlne practical applications to nrrenrrbrane systenrrs and colloidal dispersions inc1uding 
biological cel1s. 
2. DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY 
2.1 Dielectric relaxation 
Dielectric spectroscopy nrreasures conrrplex relative permittivi句rof materials over a 
wide frequency range. Conrrplex relative pernrrittivity &* (hereafter， refe打edto complex 
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where &' and &" are respectively the real and imaginary pa:抗sof &*， & relative pernrrittivity 
(&=&')， K conductivity， &0 the permittivi守ofvacuunrr，ωangular frequency (uF2nf， f is
frequency)， and j = (-1 y/2. The relative permittivi句r& and conductivity K of lnaterials， 
though not always， show dielectric relaxation (or dielec出cdispersion) in which & 
decreases and K increases with increasing frequency (Fig.1a). Single dielectric 
relaxation is characterized by a set of paralneters (called relaxation parameters):匂and
4 
らarethe low-and the high圃frequencylilnits of relative pennittivi句"respectively， L1s (口
め園局!，)• the relaxation intensity (or the relaxation magnitude)， fothe characteristic 
frequency，τ(r =(21民)・1)the relaxation time， and ~ the low剛frequencylimit of 
conductivi句r.
Instead ofthe conductivity K， the loss factor d'(d'=KIω80， the. I1naginary part of l') 
lnay also be plotted against frequency， giving rise to a peak at. the characteristic 
frequency fo (Fig.l b). If the dc conductivi句r(=向)is not neg1igible， the loss factor is 
calcu1ated frOlTI 8'ロ(K-K[)/ω80，The complex plane plot (or the Cole-Cole plot) is also 
used for the analysis of dielec位icrelaxation (Fig.l c). In the cOlnplex plane plot the loss 
factor 8' is plotted against the relative permittivity 8 (or B'， the real part of e*)，. tracing a 
semicircle if the dielectric relaxation has a single relaxation time， namely， the Debye 
type. relaxation. The cOlnplex plane plots， however， often deviate from a semicirc1e， 
which indicates a distribution of relaxation times. The deviation is formulated by 
various empirical equations proposed by Cole and Cole [9]， Davidson and Cole [10]， 
Havriliak and Negami [11]， von Schweidler [12]， Williams and Wa抗s[13]， Fuoss圃
Kirkwood [14]， Jonscher [15] and so forth， some of which are summarized in Table 1 
and Fig.2. These equations are often used not only for classifying dielectric relaxation 
of various materials for convenience but also for extracting the relaxation parameters 
from dielectric relaxation data. However， the physical (or molecular) meanings of the 
parameters related to the distribution of relaxation thnes are certain1y open to question. 
Fぽther，it must be kept in mind that different equations with multi paralneters can 
sometimes fit the same data. 
The chief mechanislns of dielectric relaxation in the radio frequency range are 
reorientation of polar lnolecules and interfacial polarization. A1though the 
heterogeneous systems include both the mechanisms， our lnain concern is interfacial 
polarization that is characteristic of heterogeneous systems. Even if our interest is not in 
interfacial polarization but in lnolecu1ar polarization in heterogeneous systelnsラcareful





Dielectric spectra can be easily obtained over a frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 
GHz using rapid， autolnated， frequency-domain spectrolneters (FDS) with high 
precision. Recently， time圃dOlnainspectrollleters (TDS) have been I111proved in accuracy 
5 
[16， 17]， the time required for lneasurements being much shorter than FDS， thereby 
enabling us to investigate faster phenomena. 
For lneasurements .at frequencies below tens J¥.任fz，we cOlnmonly use measuring 
cells of parallel帽platecapacitor句rpe(Fig.3a). The measuring cels require correction for 
the residual inductance and capacitance arising froln the cel itself and the connecting 
leads [18]. If a fringing field at the edges of parallel plate electrodes causes a serious 
eロor，the three-tenninal method is effective for its elimination (Fig.3b). Open-ended 
coaxial probes aresuited for measurements with network analyzers and thne domain 
reflectolneters at合equenciesabove 100 J¥1Hz (Fig.3c). 
Samples containing electrolytes have a serious probleln at frequencies below tens 
妊fzowing to electrode polarization， i.e.， the impedance at the boundary between metal 
electrodes and electrolyte solutions. Although various correction methods have been 
proposed so far [18]， there has been no established method yet. To e1iminate the 
electrode polarization effect， some lneasurelnent techniques such as the four圃electrode
lnethod [19] (Fig.3d) and the electrolnagnetic induction lnethod with a pair of toroidal 
coi1s [20] (Fig.3e) havebeen developed.Their applications are， however， limited to 
rather high frequency ranges and/or to special cases. 
Recent1y， single酬particleanalysis has been developed and becomes increasingly 
hnportantespecially in medical and biotechnological researches. For the single-partic1e 
analysis electromechanical techniques [21， 22]， such as electrorotation and 
dielectrophoresis， are used in stead of conventional dielectric spectroscopy. 
Alternatively， imaging techniques with a scanning fine probe are also available in the 
single圃particleanalysis [23]. 
くFig.3>
3. THEORETICAL BASIS OF Il河TERFACIALPOLARIZATION 
Although this paper is concerned with dielectric properties of macroscopic 
heterogeneous systems， the caIculations that will be described below might also be 
useful for obtaining fundamental molecular information because those provide the 
frequency dependent internal electric field acting on a molecule. The calculations on 
mu1ti輔phasesystems with differing shapes could particu1arly serve to analyze dielectric 
behavior of polar lnolecules in molecular aggregates， complex ions， and biopolymers 
with bond water. However， the limitation of the macroscopic approach to lnolecular 
behavior is not well understood and is stil controversial. 
If special interface phenomena in heterogeneous systelns are disregarded at first 
approxI1nation， their dielectric properties can be approached from the “cOlnposite 
6 
lnaterial" standpoint. Indeed， the composite lnaterial approach has proved to be quite 
effective for many heterogeneous systelnS. Hence， we focus mainly on the composite 
material approach， namely Maxwell圃Wagnerpolarization， although theories related to 
the ion diffusion around charged interfaces are brief1y described. In the following 
sections， first we derive general formulas for the complex permittivity ofbinary systelnS 
based on ellipsoidal models. Although. the derivation is cumbersolne， the general 
formulas 11erit yielding various equations for spherical， cylindrical and planar systelnS 
as special cases. Secondly， three帽phaseand multi圃phasesystelnS are dealt with. 
3ム TwoてphaseSysten1S 
3.1.1 Electrical potential around an ellipsoid in ac field 
Let's consider an ellipsoid whose surface is expressed as: 
(2) 
_2 _.2 _2 
ニT 十ムァ+二-::-=1‘
R: R: R~ 
where Rx， RyandRz are the semiaxes along thex-， y圃 andz-axes， respectively (Fig.4a). 
When a homogeneous ac. field E(ιEy，ι) is applied to the ellipsoid of complex 
permi肋 i句， Gジina continuous 'medium of 8a'¥the electrical 抑制ials. (九11and ~1l) 
Qutside and inside the ellipsoid are' obtained by solving the Laplace equation with the 
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(4) 口一、-ELk g K41，z k g;十(ε;-61k'
(5) 
where 
T' R'xRyRz r ds 
吋 2 Js (R; +s)Rs ' 
(6) Y 一九RyRzr dg 
吋 -2 ん(R;+s}Rs ' 
え=~(R; +sXR:' +sX，R; +s) (7) 
(8) L:Lk=1 
At a far apart point from the el1ipsoid by r， Lk' isapproxI1nated as: 
7 
L~. 起 R~Rλ(一一
昨 3 r:> 
Lk is called the depolarization factor along the k-axis， being expressed in terms of the 
elliptic integrals of the first and the second kind as shown in Appendix A. 
(9) 
くFig.4>
3.1.2. Effective a伊olemonlent 01 an el伊soidinduced hy ac field 
Equation 3 indicates that the electrical potential outside the ellipsoid includes the 
contributions of the extemal elec甘icfield E and the dipole moment of the ellipsoid 
induced by the E. To evaluate the induced dipole lnoment， we first consider the dipole 
















where θis the angle between the x-axis and the r-direction. The second term of Eq.1 0 is
the contribution of the induced dipole mOlnent of the ellipsoid. A1tematively， the 
potential due to the equivalent dipole moment Px along the x-axis is 
、?
?
?????， ，?? 、 、V~..._ = ムー cosθ. 
V側同 4nr"8:8。
Equating the second tenn of Eq.1 0 to Eq.11 we obtain凡as:
(12) 
8: -8: R_R..R_ 
μX口 4REiso* iF* にし ~Ex 
8a + ¥8p -8a}Lx j 
The total dipole lnomentμis given by the sum ofthe x-， y-and z-components. 
(13) 
where ι，ん izare the unit vectors along the x-， y圃 andz-axes， respectively. With the 
angle偽betweenthe direction of the ac field and the ιaxis (see Fig.4b) the component 
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3.1.3. Conψlex pennittivif)ノ01a suspension 01 ellipsoidal particles 
When a system has N particles per unit volulneラeachof which have a. dipole 
moment ln in the E-direction， the polarization P of the systeln is given by P=111N and the 
electric flux densi句rD is
(16) 
Hence， the complex permittivi句， of the dilute suspension of oriented ellipsoids is 
obtained substituting Eq.14 for ln in Eq.16 [24]. 
D=ε:soE + P = s:soE + mN. 
(17) 
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where O=4nRfi.s)V/3 andφis the volume fraction of particles in the suspension. 
Rearrangement of Eq.17 yields the following equation that includes three relaxation 
tenns of the Debye type. 
* ~ 8E，. K， 
S 口 S，.+ } +一一ムー.
H K2131+j-ω1:k jms。
The relaxation parameters (&"， 1ら，1:k and時.)are related ωthe phase parameters (sp，ろ-
Sa' KQ) and めandthe depolarization facωr Lk as shown in Appendix B. 
When the ellipsoids orient such that the ιaxis is parallel to the electric field， 
Eq.17 is simplified as: 
(18) 
(19) 


















which has only one relaxation term of the Debye type. When the ellipsoids orient at 
random in suspension，くCOS2(jJk>口1/3and thus Eq.17 becolnes 
(20) 
S吋いφzJfikl 
This equation has been derived by many authors [24帽27]，having three relaxation tenns 
ofthe Debye type. For ellipsoids ofrevolution (spheroids) of Rx=}いRz'two of the three 
relaxation terms becolne the same and therefore two relaxation terms are expected. 
Fi忠lfe5a shows theoretical calculations of dielectric relaxation for suspensions of 
spheroids that are oriented at random. The reduced intensity 11ε/φand the relaxation 
time τof the two relaxation terms due to the effective dipole ln01nents along the 
rotational axis (the z-axis) and the other axes (the x-and y圃axes)were calculated froln 
9 
Eq.20. The axial ratio of the spheroids q (q=RjRx=RjRy) seriously affects the intensity 
and relaxation tI1ne of the two relaxation terms. Lisz and 'cz are. str()ngly dependent on the 
axial ratio q for prolate spheroids (q> 1) but not for oblate spheroids (q<l)， whereas 
reverse relations are found for Lisx +勾 andち(ち吋).Figure 5b shows the e:Dおctsof 
orientation of spheroids on dielectric relaxation. With prolate輯spheroidsof q=10， the 
intensi句， of the two relaxation tenns changes depending on the. angle f{Jz between the 
m句oraxis (the z-axis) and the direction of the electric field E.えWhenthe ln可oraxis of 
the spheroids orients by 54.7 degrees froln the E，岨direction，the dielectric relaxation is 
the same as that for randomly oriented spheroids. 
In stead ofEq.19， Sillars [28] derived an alternative equation in a suni1ar manner 




















Similarly， an alternative equation for Eq.20 was also obtained for a suspension of 
randomly oriented ellipsoids [31]. 
(22) f-8: 1 mやら -8a
g*十28;-rwJ;+い;-s;九
On the assUlnption ofφくく1，Eqs.21 and 22 become Eqs.19 and 20， respectively. 
In the case of spherical particles， Lkis 1/3 (see Appendix A) and either Eqs.21 or 
22 reduces to Wagner' s equation [30] 
(23) 
市... . . 
s-8G-A g-8 
... 働 卓也 ... . 
8~ +28~ 8' +28~ 
For cylinders whose longitudinal direction is perpendicular to the direction of the 
electric field， the approximate value of Lk is 112 (see Appendix A) and the 

















and， for a two-planar layer system， the substitution of Lk=l in Eq.211eads 
1 _ 1 7ze-φ)7+φ マ・
6a 8 p 
くFig.5>
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3.1.4. Extension to high volume j均ction
In the previous section we have described the complex pennittivity of di1ute 
particle suspensions in which there is no interaction between particles. For concentrated 
particle suspensions，we need. to deal with the interaction between induced dipoles of 
particles. It is， however， difficult to solve the probleln rigorously. Bruggelnan proposed 
the e宜ectivemediuln theorythat provided a reasonable approximation to社leproblem. 
In the theory， each particle is assulned to be dispersed in the effective lnedium including 
particles rather than由ereal lnedimu. Bruggeman derived an equation for. the 
conductivi句rof spherical partic1e suspensions [32]. The Bruggelnan equation was 
extended to the case of complex permittivity by Hanai [33]. Boned and Peyrelasse [34] 
further extended Hanaiラsequationto ellipsoidal particle suspensions. 
In the Bruggelnan' s theory the initially low volume fraction is gradually increased 
by infinitesima1 additions of particles. When a small amount of partic1es ofイareadded 
to the particle suspension that is regarded as an effective medium of l， Eq.20 derived 
for dilute suspensions of randomly oriented ellipsoid particles luay be applicable to 
every addition process. Hence， the increment in cOlnplex pennittivity de* due to an 
infinitesima1 addition of particles is related to the increlnent in volume fraction d (/1 by 
substituting e*+ de*，e* and d (/1 /( 1-(/1) for e*， 8a *， φin Eq.20， respectively. 
dφ3 1'r"I 1 1. 
1-φ，= 8*(8* -8;)1_布 z8* +~ε;-E下~I a8 
(30) 
(26) 
By successive infinitesimal additions of particles， the system reaches the final volume 
合actionφandcomplex pennittivity e*，and thus we obtain an integral equation as: 
f吉弘山 (27) 
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京市enellipsoids are oriented such that the ιaxis is parallel to the electric field， Eq.35 
reduces to the equation derived by Boyle [35]. 
1-<1>=広三x討Lk (38) 
For spherical partic1es， Eq.38 with Lk=1/3 becolnes Hanai's lnixture equation [33]. 
1- 4> =[;;::~x:;r (39) 
Hanai's lnixture equation has proved to give excellent simu1ations for various colloidal 
dispersions over a wide range of VOlU1ne fraction Up to 0.8. Equation 38 with Lk=1/2 
provides the complex permittivity for cylinders whose longitudinal direction is 
perpendicular to the direction of the electric field. 
1-φ=[~;::~x三)'β (40) 
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and fortwo嗣planarlayer systeln Eq.38 with Lk=1 beCOlneS Eq.25. 
Figure 6 shows the effects of volume fraction on dielectric relaxation for spherical 
partic1e suspensions. The calcu1ation was made using Eq.39 with the paralneter values 
relevant to water in oil (W/O) type e1nulsions. The dielectric relaxation curves bec01ne 
broader with increasing volwne fraction， i.e.， the cOlnplex plain plots deviate fronl a 
se1nicirc1e (the Debye勿pe)at volunle合actionsabove 0.5. Hanai et al. [36] reported 
that the deviation was simulated by circular arcs (the Cole脚Coletype) at volU1ne 
fractions between 0.5 and 0.6 and by defonned arcs proposed by Wil1iams and Watts 
[13] at volume fractions above 0.7. 
くFig.6>
3.1.5. Distribution o.fparticle parameters 
The 1norphological and electrical parameters of particles are to SOlne extent 
different from pa此ic1eto particle even if particles are carefully prepared. The 
distribution of the parameters causes broadening of the relaxation spectruln due to a 
distribution of relaxation times. 1n this case， Eqs.20 and 22 can be extended to a 
suspension including n kinds of particles as: 
(41) g*zi11+1φL:rg乞 Epg-8，~I 
13pl 切 J;+(48-E;んl'
(42) 〆-s;事出iφ芝rgZ EL-s; S+28a 9 821 k叫れzs;+(48-s;ん'
where 8pg * and Lιkg iおsthe complex penn悩it柑tiv吋it勿yand the dゐep仰olariza侃矧t討iぬonfactor of the g♂t註
g伊rOl飢u叩1中pp伊artωesand rg is批凶tivevolume f合ra尚ction例∞oぱf批 gt仕向t
g詰1
According to the BruggematトHanaiprocedure， Eq.41 can be sI1nply extended to 




























1n the case of two kinds of particles (n=2)， Hanai and Sekine solved Eq.43 to obぬ1nan 
analytical equation [37]. 
3.2. Tllreeてpltasesystenrs 
3.2.1. Particles covered with a shell 
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When a partic1e has a layer between its surface and the extemallnediuln， such as 
colloidal particles with an electrical double layer and biological cells with the plaSlna 
membrane， we lnay adopt a shell ellipsoid model having two confocal surfaces (Fig.7a) 
that are expressed as: 
..2 _.2 _2 
ニ-::-+L-十二γ=1‘







where Rk and Rik are the selniaxes of the outer and inner surfaces along the ιaXls 
respectively， s isthe paralneter representing a fami1y of the confocal surfaces. When the 
shel1圃el1ipsoidhas the inner phase of cOlnplex permittivity of ぶandthe shell phase of 
&2*' the electrical potential outside the shell輔ellipsoidare obtained by solving the 














Equation 48 provides the effective complex penni抗ivityろ'k*of the shel1-ellipsoid along 
the ιaxis. COlnparing Eq.47 with Eq.3 we notice that the complex pennittivity of the 
suspension of shell圃ellipsoidscan be obtained by substituting &pk* for 8p* in one of the 
equations (Eqs.17 and 19-22) for the two岨phasesystems described in section 3.1.3. The 
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combination of Eq.20 and Eq.48 provides six relaxation terms of the Debye type for 
randomly oriented shell酬ellipsoids[40]. For shell幅spheres，we obtain the effective 
complex permittivi句，as 
fzf2(1-V )5;+ (1+ 2v).ε:
p -'"'2 (2 + V)5; +(1-v)ε'" (52) 
and their suspension has two relaxation tenns of the Debye type [41]. F or shell-
cylinders whose longitudinal direction is oriented perpendicular to the E，圃direction，the 
equivalent c01nplex penni抗ivityis 
*一事(1-V)5; + {1+ V)5; 
(53) 
p -"2 (1+ vt; + (1-v)イラ
and the complex pennittivi句'ofthewhole syste1n is given by combining Eqs.24 and 53. 
For a planar layer having two phases， the equivalent cOlnplex pennittivi句，1S 
1 1 
寸 =(1-v)寸判寸・ (54) 
5p 52 51 
The combination of Eqs.25 and 54 provides the complex permittivity of 伽 'e圃layer
systems. 
十(1-吋+φ[0一分+ν去] (55) 
The equations for dilute suspensions of shell幽ellipsoidscan be sitnply extended to 
high volume fraction according to the Brugge1nan-Hanai procedure a1though we have to 
consider白eanisotropy of the equivalent cOlnplex pennittivi匂，of the shel1帽el1ipsoid&pk"" 
戸竺φ，_ rs*竺，~ 5'"-4k l17p 
ゐ l-U-s;fldJ+弘一どか~I wo (56) 
Boned and Peyrelasse [34] solved Eq.56 in the case of randomly oriented shell幽
spheroids to obtain an analytical equation for the concentrated suspension. For 
suspensions of shell圃spheres，Hanai et al. [42] derived an equation by substituting Eq.52 
for ろ'"in Eq.39， a鍛san extension of Pau叫ly-圃Schwarぜ1γ'sequation [μ41り].
3.2.2 Particles including droplets 
Next we consider another three-phase system that is a suspension of el1ipsoidal 
particles including spherical droplets (Fig.7b). The equivalent complex pennittivityイ
of the el1ipsoidal particle in which spherical droplets of 5) '"are in a continuous phase of 




The complex pennittivi句re* of the suspension of randolnly oriented partic1es inc1uding 
droplets is given by cOlnbining Eq.57 and Eq.22 or 28. 
Equation 57 lnay be also applicable to particle aggregates in which the inter-
partic1e space is assulned to have the same cOlnplex pennittivity as the bulk extemal 
phase， i. e.， 1.よ=8a*[43]. 
くFig.7>
3ふ Multi弓phase~勾'stems
The equations for the two-and three-phase systelns described in the previous 
sections can be sIlnply extended to more complicated lnulti圃phasesystelns [4]. Here， 
we deal with the multi圃shel1ellipsoid model that is a core ellipsoid covered with 
confocal shells (Fig.8). The multi圃shelllnodel is applicable. to biological cells having 
intracellular organelles and lnulti酬lamellalipid vesicles. The complex pennittivity of the 
mu1ti-shell ellipsoid is fonnulated by successive applications of Eq.48 that represents 
the e任ectivecOlnplex permittivity of the single胴shellellipsoid. For convenience， we 
define the following function. 
f(以 ，L仰 t.k'Lil1.k， v)一bJl+. I.* ~~8; -d1 1 'M'/-si s;+(Et-ssド附-v(EJ-〈九t，k1 (58) 
where どand8;* are respectively the complex permittivities of the shel1 and inner phases， 
Lotlt，k and L;'l，k are the depolarization factors for the outer and inner surfaces of the shell， 
and v isthe volume ratio of the inner ellipsoid to the outer one. 
We suppose an ellipsoid includes n confocal shells， which are numbered in the 
increasing order from the inner lnost to the outer most shel. The ef除r島ec凶tivecomplex 
pe白rmiτ百I
a core ellipsoid of f.ι~ * iscovered with the 1 stshell of 881* isgiven by 
三lk= f(ε:i，s:，LρOk' VJ， (59) 
where v1=RoJ?osoJ Rb.R1)J?zh ROk and R1k are the semiaxes of the inner and the outer 
surfaces of the 1 stshel1 respectively， and LOk and L 1k are the depolarization factors for 
the inner and outer surfaces of the 1st shel. Next， the 1st shell酬sphereis regarded as a 
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hOlnogeneous inner phase (向島町edto the 2nd in蹴
complex permittivi句rC;2k of the 2nd shell-ellipsoid includi時 the2nd inner pl附 and
the 2nd shell of 8s2'" is represented as: 
E;K2ロf(ε;2FE;lk，L2KFLikd， (60) 
where v2=Rb.RJj?J R2)?2/?'2Z， R2k and L2k are the semiaxe and the depolarization factor of 
the outer surface of the 2nd shel. 
Similarly， for the gth shell田ellipsoidthat consists ofthe gth shell of 8sg'" and the gth 
inner 
E;gkzf(sLJ;同 k，Lgk，L(g-l}k'V g) (61) 
Final1y， we obtain the equivalent eOlnplex pennittivity of the ellipsoid with nth shells 
as: 
ε;kzf(sL，E;(ト1ρlk，L(Il-併
For spherical particles， the following function can be used instead ofEq.58 [45-47]. 
f(8; ， S~ ， v)一中2{l-v)s;+{1+2v)s; ，-V s {2+ゆ;+{l~v)s; (63) 
Figure 9 shows theoretical dielectric relaxation calculated using the single帽shel1
and the multi圃shel1models， which are relevant to. biological cells and multi lamella 
vesicles. In the calculation， the multi-shell model has membranes and aqueous inter醐
lnembrane phase that are alternately arranged. The complex pennittivity was calculated 
for spherical particle suspensions by varying the number nm of membranes. The 
characteristics of dielectric behavior obtained froln the calculations are as follows. The 
low-frequency limit of the relative permittivi句ris not affected by the inner membranes 
but depends on the outer most lnelnbrane. The number of dielectric relaxation tenns 
increase with increasing nm and the complex plain plots are close to a skewed arc for 
nm>100. 
くFigs.8and 9> 
3.4. Injluence of ion diffusion， suφce rougltness and awkward shape 
Recently， theories related to interfacial polarization have been developed to 
analyze interfacial phenomena. When particles with charged surfaces disperse in 
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aqueous electrolyte solutions， the e妊ectof iorトdiffusionin the electrical double layer 
becolnes considerable and the electrical double layer fonns a surface conductive layer. 
The theories predicted two relaxation processes: the polarization due to the ion圃
diffusion and the Maxwell岨Wagnerpolarization due to the conductive surface layer [48圃
50]. The theories interpreted the dielectric relaxation observed for polystyrene partic1e 
dispersions. 
Effects of surface roughness of partic1es on the dielectric relaxation are not clear1y 
understood. For biological cells， the roughness of the membrane surface has been 
analyzed on the basis of a fractal model [51， 52]. 
The ellipsoidal model is useful for understanding the e妊ectsof partic1e shape on 
dielectric relaxation of non-spherical paはiclesuspensions. However， the lnodel is not 
sufficient to represent diverse and awkward shape. Numerical calculations of the 
complex pennittivity of such partic1es in suspension have been developed using the 
boundary integral equation method [53]， the finite elelnent lnethod [54] and the 
boundary element method [55]. 
4. MEMBRANE SYSTEMS 
When a planar membrane of complex pennittivity 8，，* separates two liquid phases 
having the same cOlnplex pennittivity 8a*， the whole system is represented by Eq.25， 
l.e.， 
1 _ 1 
;. = (1-φ)才 +φア (64)
一一-With the cross section S and length 1 of the whole system and the membrane thickness d， 
φis given byφ=d/l and thus Eq.64 is rewritten as: 
1 1 1 
寸=一τ十寸芦 (65) 
C Ca cnz 
where c*， Co* and Cl1: are the cOlnplex capacitances defined by c*=80e*(S/l)， 
CJ口 8080*[S/(I-の]and Cl1;=偽ら，*(S/，札 respectively.1n general， cOlnplex capacitance can 
be expressed by 
c二C+l， (66)
Jo 
where C and G are the capacitance and conductance， respectively. Thus型 the
lnembrane/aqueous phase systeln lnay represented by the equivalent circuit model 
shown in Fig.l0. Suni1ar1y， three固layersystems， such as a hOlnogeneous lnelnbrane in 
asymmetric bathing solutions and a lnelnbrane having two different layers in sylmnetric 
bathing solutions， are expressed by a cOlnbination of three C/G circuit units in series as: 
1 111 
~ -ーで十一-:::-+ー~ . c-F Ci cnt Ci ' 
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(67) 
where Cb * isthe complex capacitance of the third layer. The equivalent circuit approach 
may be extended to multi欄lnelnbranesystelns with n latnellas， i.e.， a cOlnbination of n 
C/O circuit units in series [56]. 
くFig.l0>
4ムLipidBilayer Membranes 
The basic structure of biological cel melnbranes is a lipid bi1ayer containing 
functional proteins. Hence， artificial bilayer lipid lnembranes (BLMs) are important as a 
model of biological cel1 membranes and are used for reconstitution of melnbrane 
proteins to. study their functions. Planar BLMs formed on a small hole of a Teflon sheet 
that separates two aqueous electrolyte solutions are convenient for electrical 
measurements; the trans圃membraneadInittance is directly measured with a pair of 
electrodes placed in the bathing solutions. If the BLM is regarded as a homogeneous 
layer， the membrane/aqueous phase system would be a two-phase system. Since the 
conductance of the membrane is ..1nuch lower than that of the bathing solutions， the 
lnembrane/aqueous phase systeln is approximately represented by a serial combination 
of the capacitance . corresponding to the melnbrane and the resistance to the aqueous 
phase. Hanai et al. [57] found dielectric relaxation of the Debye type for lecithin 
membranes as expected froln the electrical model and determined the lnelnbrane 
capacitance， which gave the first good estI1nate for the thickness of the hydrophobic 
layer of the lnembrane. Fol1owing their studies， the membrane capacitance of planar 
BLMs has been intensively studied， e.g.， the effects of the diffuse double layers at the 
surface of the membrane and the effect of various alkanes on the lnelnbrane thickness 
[58]. 
Bi1ayer lipid lnembrane， however， are not a sI1nple thin oil membrane but have 
hydrophilic surface layers outside the hydrophobic layer. The electrical properties of the 
hydrophilic surface layers are different from those of the hydrophobic layer and the 
extemal electrolyte solutions. The melnbrane with the two layers is expected to have 
one dielectric relaxation tenn， thus the lnelnbrane/aqueous phase systeln lnay have two 
relaxation terms. Indeed， Coster and Smith [59] found that planar BLMs showed 
another small relaxation at low frequencies below 10 Hz， and first estimated the 
electrical properties of the hydrophi1ic surface layers (Fig.ll). Later， they resolved 
further four relaxation tenns corresponding to four layers within the hydrophi1ic region 
by their improved measuring technique [60]. 
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くFig.ll>
4.2. Reverse Osmosis Membralles 
Reverse osmosis is the basis of sea and brackish water desalination. The 
desalination uses aSy1TI1netric lnelnbranes lnade up of an u1trathin， dense skin layer with 
a porous support layer undemeath. The skin layer is the active layer for reverse oSluosis 
under a high trans闘melnbranepressure difference. The evaluation of the structure and 
the elec位icalproperties of the skin layer is I1nportant for understanding the lnechanism 
of reverse osmosis and also for improving the efficiency of desalination. Asaka [61] 
studied dielectric relaxation of asymmetric cellulose acetate melnbranes in various 
aqueous electrolyte solutions. He found dielectric relaxation， froln which the luembrane 
capacitance Cm and conductance G m were detennined. The thickness of the luelnbrane 
estimated froln the observed Cm was about 30 mn， being di宜erentfroln the nOlninal 
thickness of the membrane but the salne order of the thickness of the skin layer 
determined by electron microscopy. The result suggested that the Cm is attributed to the 
skin layer and that the support layer does not contribute to the dielectric relaxation. The 
conductivity of the skin layer that was estimated from the lnembrane conductance Gm 
was the order of 1μS!tn in 10 lnM NaCl. The Gm depended not only on the conductance 
of the aqueous solution Gw but also the type of electrolyte. The sequence of the G，/Gw 
ratio for different句'pesof electrolytes was the salne as the solute separation sequence 
determined by Matsuura et al. [62]. 
4.3101トexchangeMembranes 作oncentrationpolarizatioll) 
Concentration polarization (CP) has been extensively studied in connection with 
membrane separation processes such as electrodialysis， fi1tration and reverse osmosis. 
In electrodialysis， where ion醐exchangemembranes are subjected to dc voltages， 
concentration polarization occurs at the interfaces between the lnembranes and the 
bathing solutions; the concentration of ions changes towards the membrane surface as a 
consequence of ion penneation. This phenomenon is unfavorable in the practical 
applications because it reduces ions available for current transport and thus water 
dissociation occurs. 
Zhao et al. [63， 64] studied the CP phenomena of anion圃 andcation圃exchange
membranes in water by dielectric spectroscopy. In the absence of dc voltage the 
membrane/aqueous electrolyte systelns did not show any dielectric relaxation because 
the ion-exchange lnembranes with high density fixed charges have a high conductivity 
value. In contrast， inthe presence of dc voltage， two圃stepdielectric relaxation including 
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two rel似 ationtenns has been developed (Fig.12b). The two-step relaxation suggests the 
presence of at least three phases of different electrical properties in the systeln. In 
general， CP layers occur at the both sides of the membrane， namely， iorトdepletionand 
ion-accUlnulation layers. Theoretical assesslnents， however， indicate that the io任
acculnulation layer does not contribute to dielectric relaxation as well as the lnembrane 
itself. Hence， the system is regarded as the three輔phasesysteln that consists of the ion圃
depletion CP layer (of complex capacitance， Ccp*)， and the two aqueous bulk phases (Ca* 
and Cb*) (Fig.12a). In the CP layer of thickness dcp， itis assumed that the conductivi句f
linearly changes froln Ks to 1'.αkeeping the relative permittivity 8cp constant.τhe 
cOlnplex capacitance Ccp* ofthe CP layer is given by [65] 
where 
C~_ = S~Kß ーに1 ，1 A(B+~ì ， Z 、 r … 緬 :-1 +ー一一 L
ψdq A4+B4Lωjω)' 
. 'K n -IC. 1OJ8__8n B = tan-1"';' p ごfψυ




The cOlnplex capacitance C: of the whole system is represented by a cOlnbination of 
Ccp*， Ca* and Cb* in series. The model excellently interpreted the observed relaxation 
curves (Fig.12b and c)， and allowed to estimate the thickness dcp and the conductivity 
gradient ( /(νι)1 dcp of the CP layer froln the dielectric relaxation. 
<Fig.12> 
4.4. Solid Supported Membranes 
In contrast to合'ee-standingplanar BLMs， solid supported bilayer 1ipid lnembranes 
have many potential applications because of the long tenn stability and the possibili句，to 
use electrically conductive supports [66圃68].The advantages enable us to fabricate 
lnolecu1ar biosensors. Self assembly of thio1ipids onto gold surfaces forms ultra thin and 
high-resistance layers， which are suitable for the sensor systelns. Dielectric (impedance) 
spectroscopy has been used for determining either the surface coverage of gold surfaces 
with lipid membranes or the melnbrane thickness， and also for detecting ligand binding 
to supported receptor/lipid membranes [6ふ70]
Fi♂re 13 shows the fonnation of a thiolipid bilayer on a gold surface lnonitored 
by dielectric spectroscopy. The lipid bi1ayer was fonned by applying a thiolipid 
(octadecyllnercaptan) vesicle suspension to a gold electrode. Dielectric relaxation 
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found at 0 min， which is almost due to the interfacial iInpedance between the bare gold 
electrode and the bathing solution， drastically changed with increasing the coverage of 
the gold electrode surface with a 1ipid bilayer (Fig.13a and b). The final relaxation 
spectrum was the Debye type and was represented by the model used for planar BLMs. 
The membrane conductance was about 10-2 SIIn2 and the capacitance was about 6 
mF/m2. This suggested that a lipid bi1ayer was fonned by the fusion ofthe thiolipid 
vesicles on the gold surface (Fig.13c). The final surface coverage ofthe gold surface 
with the lipid bilayer was estimated to be 99.8 %. 
くFig.13>
4.5 Biological membranes 
Dielectric (admittance) properties of biological melnbranes have been lneasured 
with several electrode configurations [71]. If biological cells are large enough like 
squid. giant axons， the trans-membrane adlnittance can be measured between an intemal 
electrode inserted into' the cytoplasm and an external electrode (Fig.14a). F 01' small 
spherical cells， we can use the patch pipette method that lneasures the廿ans-membrane
admittance at the whole cell clamp configuration (Fig.14b). 
The membrane capacitance th抗wasmeasured for SOlne norトexcitablecells using the 
patch pipe悦 wasalmost unchanged between 1 Hz and 1 kHz [72， 73]. On the contrary， 
合equencydependence of the lnembrane capacitance was found for musc1e cells and 
their cu1tured cells， being due to the presence of the extensive enfolding of surface 
membrane， namely 下tubules[74幽76].Nerve membranes also showed合equency-
dependent membrane capacitance， which was explained in terms of the ionic flow 
related to melnbrane excitability [77，78]. 
くFig.14>
5. SUSPENSIONS OF PARTICLES 
5ムEmulsions
Emulsions have been extensively studied by dielectric spectroscopy and provide 
good test systelns to exalnine the validity of dielectric mixture equations [2， 4]. 1n the 
case of water-irトoil(W /0) emulsions， where water droplets disperse in oil， we lnay 
assulne that the conductivity of the oil phase is much lower than that of the water 
droplets. For spherical droplets， the fol1owing approximate equations are obtained from 
Hanai's equation (Eq.39) for the concentrated suspensions. 
φ= 1 -{sa / S1 )1/3ラ
Kaロ K・1{ー φ)3， 
β' 
K-K3-{2 + sa/s"XS，/SI Yβ 






U sing these equations we can detennine the volwne fraction φof the water droplets， the 
conductivity Ka of the oil phase， and the relative permittivity 8p and conductivi旬咋 of
the water droplets froln the dielectric relaxation parameters (め，Bj"向and~，) since the 
relative permittivityιis lneasured for the oil phase separately. 
Figure 15 shows typical dielectric relaxation of a W/O emulsion [79]. The W/O 
elnulsion used was prepared by mixing distilled water with the oil (a mixture of 
kerosene and carbon tetrachloride (73:28VN)) containing 0.4% (VN) Span 80 as an 
emulsifier. The volume fraction of water droplets (O=0.75) estimated from Eq.71 was 
consistent with the volume ratio of water in the emulsion in preparation. The values of 
ろand8p were in good agreement with the conductivi句，and the relative pennittivity of 
the water phase separated合olnthe oi1 phase by centrifugation after the lneasurelnent. 
The complex plane plots of the dielectric relaxation traced a deformed circular arc， 
which was excellent1y sI1nulated by Hanai予smixture equation. 
くFig.15>
For oil-irトwater(0，パN)elnulsions， inwhich oil droplets disperse in water， the 
conductivity of the oil droplets is negligibly small compared with that of the aqueous 
phase. Assulning that Kpくくむweobtain the following equations froln Eq.39. 
&1 = ~ &p +(ペサ(1-o )3/2 ， (75) 
(;:長r=1-φ (76) 
Kl = Ka{l-φ?12， (77) 
KLZK S"(8， -8 pX28 a + 8 p ) 
h a ga(sa-spX26h+Ep) 
(78) 
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These equations. enable us to assess the lnagnitude of dielectric relaxation of O/W 
emulsions. When the relative pennittivity of water phase is 78， that of oil phase is 2.5 
and the volulne fraction is 0.7， the relaxation intensity becolnes 0.15， which is too slnal 
to detect. ln generallnost of O/W elnulsions do not give a detectable relaxation intensity 
as expected froln the nU1nerical asseSSlnent [80，81]. However， the use of an oil with a 
higher relative pennittivity value leads to a definite dielectric relaxation (e.g.， 
nitrobenzene (e=35)/water emulsion) [82]. 
Emulsions are not necessarily stable and change their state on the way to a 
complete phase separation through SOlne processes， such as seditnentation， f1occulation， 
and coalescence. Since the processes affect the dielectric properties， the state of 
emulsions can be monitored by dielectric spectroscopy [83]. Skodvin and Sjoblom [43] 
proposed lnodels for f10cculated W/O elnulsions as mentioned in section 3.2.2. 
5.2.10n岬excltangeResin Beads 
Column chrolnatography is widely used for separation of ions and organic 
molecu1es. lorトexchangeresin is one of the important packing materials. The electrical 
properties of ion帽exchangeresin beads can be evaluated by dielectric spectroscopy. 
Ishikawa et a1. [84， 85] extensively studied dielectric relaxation ofvarious ion-exchange 
resinもeadsin distilled water. They developed a lnethod based on Han白書smixture 
equation for estimating the phase parameters (/(み φ~8p， f(p) from the dielectric relaxation 
parameters (ら待"時.)and the relative pennittivity of the lnedium 8a• The intemal 
conductivity. of the ぬかexchangeresin bead was lnuch higher than the extemal 
conductivity. This is because the interior of the iorトexchangebead has movable counter，欄
ions around the fixed charges. The estI1nated intemal conductivity provided important 
information on the mobility of counter ions and the interactions between the counter 
ions and the ionic residues in the ion-exchange resin. 
Figure 16 shows frequency dependence of the relative pennittivi句rand 
conductivity of a bed of cation帽exchangeresin beads in distilled water. The dielectric 
relaxation was found around 30 阻まzand was wel1 simulated by Hanai' s equation with 
reasonable phase paralneters. lf we consider the diffusion of the counterions around the 
fixed charges within the beads， another dielectric relaxation could be expected at lower 
frequencies. The dielectric relaxation， however， has not been found yet because of the 
interference of electrode polarization. 
<Fig.16> 
5.3. Polystyrene latices 
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Polystyrene latices with charged surfaces dispersed in aqueous electrolyte 
solutions provide a good test system for investigating the ffect of the ion diffusion in 
the diffuse double layer on their dielectric behavior. Schwan et a1. [86] found that 
polystyrene particle suspensions showed dielectric relaxation around several kHz. 
Recently， several authors reported two relaxation processes: 出elow輔frequency
relaxation below 1 1任Izand the high圃frequencyrelaxation above 11任Iz[87帽90].The 
low圃frequencyrelaxation was first interpreted by the redistribution of counterions along 
the particle surface [48] and later by the theory including the ion diffusion in the diffuse 
double layer [90]. The high醐frequencyrelaxation lnay' be analyzed by the cOlnposite 
approach based on the model that is an insulating sphere with a conducting surface layer 
[90]. 
5.4. Microcapsules 
Microcapsules are widely used in phannaceutical， food and industrial fields. 
There are many kinds of microcapsules made froln various lnaterials. Here， we deal 
with polystyrene microcapsules (PS-MCs) because of their simple and well軸defined
structure. PSゐ1Cshave an aqueous spherical core and a thin insulating shel. Thus， the 
single個shellmodel is applicable to Pふ，MCs.
The dense suspension. of PS圃MCsshowed dielectric relaxation including two 
relaxation terms (Fig.17) [91， 92]. The low，醐frequencyrelaxation is lnainly attributed to 
the polarization at the outer interface because it was not affected by the change of the 
inner phase solution but by thatof the outer phase one [93]. The high-frequency 
relaxation， on the other hand， isdue to the polarization at the inner interface. 
The dielectric relaxation curves were excellently sI1nulated by the combination of 
Eqs39 and 52 (Fig.l7b). The same analysis was also applied to polymethyhnethacrylate 
microcapsules [94， 95]. 
くFig.17>
5ふLiposomω
Liposomes are vesicles with bilayer lipid lnell1branes， which are spontaneously 
formed by mixing phospho1ipids or their analogs in an aqueous solution. Various句rpes
of liposomes have been reported: slnall uni-lamel1a vesicle (SUV)， mu1ti酬lamel1avesivle 
o位V)，large uni-lalnella vesicle (LUV) and so on. In general， dielectric relaxation of 
liposolnes has three relaxation processes besides water relaxation (> 1 GHz): counterion 
displacell1ent along liposome surfaces (1 kHZ酬 11任Iz)，interfacial polarization (ト100
閥均 [96]，and reorientation of dipolar head groups (30-500悶 Iz)[97]. In the case of 
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SUV dielectric relaxation due to interfacial polarizatioll is conlparable in both intensity 
and relaxation time with that due to reorientation of dipolar head groups， but the two 
relaxation processes are distinguishable froln each other owing to the difference in 
temperatぽe. dependence [98]. For large liposolnes (>1μln)， interfacial polarization 
becolnes the dOlninant relaxation process [99]. Although W1i-lamella vesicles are 
represented by the single圃shellmodel， which predicts twかstepdielectric relaxation， 
LUVs do not show two岬steprelaxation. This is because one ofthe two relaxation tenns 
becolnes too small to detect under the conditions that也emelnbrane thickness is much 
slnaller than the vesicle radius and the conductivity of the internal phase is similar to 
that of the external medium. 
Figure 18 shows dielectric relaxation of LUV and MLV suspensions. The LUV 
(or cell輔sizeuni-lalnella liposome) suspension was prepared by the lnethod ofKim and 
Martin [100].The dielectric relaxation was analyzed based on the single圃shellmodel to 
provide the membrane capacitance of 5.0 mF 1m2， which. value is cOlnparable. to that 
estimated for planar BLMs.The ML Vsuspension prepared by the lnethod of Banghaln 
[101] showed much broader relaxation curves than theLUV suspension. The broad 
relaxation curves are qualitatively interpreted by the multi圃shelllnodel，. as shown in 
Fig.9. 
くFig.18>
5.6 Biological Cells 
Biological cells that have the cytoplasm and the plaslna membrane are represented 
by the single圃shellmodel. The thickness d of the plaslna lnembrane isふ10nm， and the 
radius R of ordinary cells is around 10 μ，m. Hence， biological cells hold for the 
conditions that dl Rくく1.The conductivity ら ofthe plasma membrane of viable cells is 
negligibly small compared with that of the external mediuln and the cytoplasm. With 
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The volulne fraction φis detennined froln Eq.79 with the values of ~ and 1(a observed 
for the suspensionand for the medimnヲrespectively.With the lnean radius R ofthecells 
estIlnated by microscopy， the melnbranecapacitance Cm (defined as Cm=c，1l8，jd，らIis the 
relative permittivi句rof the membrane) is calculated from Eq.80. The relative 
pennittivi句r.8， and conductivity 1C' of the cytOplaSln are estI1nated from Eqs.81 and， 82， 
respectively. Thesingle圃she111nodelll1aymeet ll1alnlnalian erythrocytes thathave no 
intracel1ular organelles. 1ndeed， spherical erythrocytes that were swollen in lnoderate 
hypotonic media showed one dielectric relaxation that was. fuly. sI1nulated by the 
single圃she111nodel[102] (Fig.19a and c). With the value of 6.6 mF!tn2 estimated for the 
melnbrane capacitance of the erythrocytes， the thickness of the hydrophobic region in 
the plasma lnembrane is calculated to be 2.5-3.7 nm asswning that its relative 
pennittivi句ris 2-3. 
The cytoplasm of most biological cel1 types， however， has organelles or 
melnbranous structure， which arealso polarized owing to interfacial polariz幼on.The 
polarization 'may cause additional. dielectric relaxations besides the' lnain dielectric 
dispersiol1 due to"the plasma mel1brane. The dielectric spectra of such.cells including 
intracellular はructureare'no.longer dealt with the single輔shel1model and have been 
analyzed using various cOlnposite cel1 models (Fig.20). The "double醐shel1"model was 
first applied to lympholna cels that possess a sizable nuc1eus [103]， and then 
lYlnphocytes [51， 102， 104] and budding yeast cells having a vacuole in the cytoplasln 
[105， 106]. Plant protoplasts isolated froln leaves that have a large vacuole and a thin 
cytoplasmic layer containing" chloroplasts were modeled by the double-shell model 
including vesicles. The model gave a better simulation than the double帽shelllnodel 
[107]. 1n Figure 19 dielectric relaxation is cOlnpared between swollen erythrocytes and 
lymphocytes， indicating clear1y the effect of the nuc1eolus on the dielectric relaxa話on.
As non-spherical cel1s， erythrocyte of biconcave shape， budding yeast as doublet予
and fission yeast of rod-like shape have been studied by dielectric spectroscopy [108輔
110]. All these cells whose shape is represented as a body of rotation showed dielectric 
relaxation composed of two relaxation tenns as expected froln the theory based on the 
shel1-spheroid lnodel (Fig.2 
くFigs.19薗21>
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6. SIJ河GLEPARTICLE ANALYSIS 
“Single-particle" approaches would be more straightforward than theιsuspension' 
method that estimates the average electrical properties of particles froln the dielectric 
relaxation of their suspension using an appropriate mixture equation. This is because there 
is no need to take into account electrical interactions between particles in the single-
partic1e analysis. Hence， Wagner' s mixture equation would be exact1y app1icable to single 
spherical particles. Indeed， Pauly-Schwan's equation based on Wagner' s lnixture equation 
excellently simulated dielectric relaxation of single spherical bilayer lnelnbranes [111] and 
that of single lnicrocapsules [112]. 
The conventional techniques with sma111neasuring cells of parallel plate capacitor 
type can be used for rather large single particles (> 1 00μm) (Fig.22a). The techniques， 
however， are difficult to apply to single particles of smaller size (<10μln). Such slnal 
partic1es can be analyzed by electrolnechanical methods [21， 22]， such as 
dielectrophoresis [113岨 115](Fig.22b) and electrorotation [116，117] (Fig.22c)， which 
utilize motional responses of partic1es to applied ac fields. An a1ternative approach is the 
use of the scanning dielectric lnicroscope that can image local relative pennittivity and 
conductivity sensed using a scanning fine probe [23] (Fig.22d). 
くFig.22>
6.1. Electromechanical methods 
When subjected to an ac field， a particl is polarized and has an induced dipole 
moment. The induced dipole interacts with the field and thus the partic1e experiences 
forces and torques. Hence， the motional responce of a single partic1e， measured as a 
function of合equecyof ac field， provides the complex pennittivity of the particle using 
an appropriate theory. 
The dielec甘ophoresisuses heterogeneous ac fields produced using asymmetric 
electrodes (Fig.22b). A particle experiences force in the heterogeneous ac field and 
migrates along the gradient of the electric field strength. The tI1ne averaged 
dielectrophoretic forceくF>is proportinal to the real part of the dipole l110mentμofthe 
particle [21， 22] as: 
(F)=jRφ VE2]. (83) 
F or a spherical particle， Eq.83 is rewriten as: 
(F)=2πEAR3ReiKFE; (84) 
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(85) 
Kaler et al. [114， 115] devised the levitation lnethod to precisely lneasure the 
dielectrophoretic force and succeeded to estI1nate electrical propreties of single 
biological cels. 
The electrorotation lneausres the rotational rate of a particle in a rotating electric 
field generated with four electrodes arranged as shown in Fig.22c [116芦 117].The 
patic1e experiences the time圃averagedtorqueくT>in the rotating field. 
(T)=jReμxE] (86) 
For a.spherical particle， the time圃averagedtorque is a function of the imaginary part of 
the induced dipole moment as: 
(rト-41Z"&a80R3 Im[K ]E;， (87) 
where Eo is the amplitude of the ac field. For the steady圃staterotation， the rotational 
speed n isrelated to the torque as: 
T ロ 81Z"η~3n ， (88) 
where ηis the viscosity of the medium. The rotational speed is obtained by equating 
Eq.87 to Eq.88. 。=-Ea&OIm[K]~;-
2η 
(89) 
The Clausius-Mossotti factor K expressed by Eq.85 has one relaxation term as: 
VU 
K=UI.+ ‘ 
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The real and nnaginary palis of K， which are propotinal to the dielectrophoretic force 
and the rotational speed， respectively， beCOlne 
AU 
Re[K] = U}z + 





LJU has either a negative or a positive value depending on the electrical properties of the 
particle and the mediU1n. Equation 94 indicates that the dielectrophoretic force changes 
around the frequency of 1/(21t'C). The spectrum of the rotational speed would have a 
peak at the frequency of 1/(21t'C) as expected from Eq.95. Figure 23 shows calculations 
ofRe[K] and Im[幻tosimulate the elec甘olnechanicalresposes of an oi1 droplet in water 
and a water droplet in oil. 
For the shell-sphere lnodel that is applicable to microcapsules and biological cels， 
the Clausius圃Mossottifactor K is sI111ply obtained by substituting Eq.52 for &p. in Eq.85. 
In this case， two relaxation tenllS are predicted. Sitnilarly， the Clausius幽Mossottifactor 
is simply extended to the multi幽shellsphere. Figure 24 shows calculations ofRe[K] and 
Im[K] using the single剛shelll110del and the lnu1ti圃shellmodel of spherical shape. In the 
mu1ti-shell.model， lnembranes and inter lnembrane spaces are altemately arranged to 
sitnulate biological cells including intracellular organelles and l1ulti-latnela liposomes. 
くFigs.23and 24> 
6.2. Scanning dielectric microscopy 
The scanning dielectric l11icroscopy (SDM) has been developed for itnaging the 
pennittivity and conductivity of fine particles in liquids over a wide合equencyrange 
[23]. The SDM uses the coaxial probe consisting of an inner probing electrode and an 
outer guard electrode， which is scanned over a salnple on a plate electrode (Fig.22d). 
The dielectric measurement is based on the three個terminalmethod that is effective to 
e1iminate the fringing field and to. restrict the measurement to a small area. The SDM， 
therefore， would enable us to examine dielectric properties of individual particles， 
although its application to date is lI1nited to low酬conductivelnedia because of 
interference of electrode polarization. This method has proved to be useful for the single 
particle analysis of PS圃microcapsules[118] and be successful for imaging cu1tured cel1s 
attached on substrates [119]. Figure 25 shows line-scan images and 2-dimentional 
dielectric images of a single Pふl11icrocapsulein water over a frequency rage of 10kHz 
to 101¥位-Iz.Twかstepdielectric relaxation was c1early seen froln the line圃scanllnages as 
expected froln the single幅shellmodel. 
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くFig.25>
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Dielectric relaxation of melnbrane systelns and colloidal dispersions found in the 
radio frequency range has been well interpreted by theories of interfacial polarization. 
The nUlnber of dielectric relaxations expected in heterogeneous systems depends not 
only on the nUlnber of different interfaces [93] but also on the shape of the inclusions. 
ln practice， however， allrelaxations predicted are not observed because of the li1nited 
frequency range and sensitivity in measurelnent. 
Dielectric relaxation spectra of heterogeneous systelns are lnore or less broadened 
by various factors: electrical and structural interactions between partic1es， heterogeneity 
of morphological and electrical parameters of partic1es， frequency dependence of 
electrical phase paralneters， intra田particlestructure， partic1e shape and so forth. The 
broadening is liable to cause serious errors in determination of the electrical parameters 
of partic1es . and lnembranes合omthe observed dielectric relaxation， but it may also 
include important information not only on the electrical and structural properties of 
partic1es and lnelnbranes and but also on the interactions between partic1es. Theoretical 
developments are required for investigating the broadening of dielectric spectra. 
80 long as lneasurements are lnade with suspensions containing lnany particles， 
the influence of either interactions between particles or heterogeneity of particles in a 
particle population are unavoidable. However， ifwe can lneasure relaxation spec回 for
single particles， the analysis becomes straightforward. Electrolnechanical techniques 
and dielectric nnaging using a scanning probe electrode are prolnising tool for single-
particle analysis. 
By taking advantage of modem dielectric spec佐ometerscapable of real欄time
measurelnent， dielectric spectroscopy enables us to investigate dynamic behavior of 
heterogeneous systelns and provides a prolnising tool for either monitoring production 
processes or evaluation of product quality in industrial applications. 
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Appendixes 
A. Depolarization facωr 
The depolarization factor Lk along the k陣axisis expressed in tenns of the eli ptic 
integrals of the first kind F(似めandthe second kind E(机 k)[39]. When the selniaxes 
are supposed to be Rx> ~J> ~ふん alongthe x-axis becolnes 





E(cp， K)= f:.J1~ K2 sin2θdθ ラ (A3) 
with 
K = _ I--=-: ¥ ‘ (A4) 
ψ =c∞osγ山吋Rz/Rx). (A5) 
The depolarization factor Ly along the y嗣aXlsIS 
Ly =7RJλ>/2 ~ __2~すか(仰)-K'刊cp， K)]一 今 lsin2伊 L 凶)
~ tRx2 -RZ2 r'"l K..Kr.... ". ， 2K，2 .J1-K2 sin2ψj 
where K，2 = 1-K2 . Finally， Lzis calculated froln Lz = 1-Lz -Ly. 
F or an ellipsoid of revolution with Rx = Ry "*Rz and ん=Ly *'Lz'ιis simply 
expressed with the axial ratio q=R)Rx as: 
for prolate spheroids (q> 1)， 
Lz =ーτLh q wフ叫+(q2 _1)1/21 
ゐ q~ -1 匂2-1r" L 、
for oblate spheroids (qく1)， 
T 1 q ___-1 _ 
' ー一時一一一一一 n 
.L.I
z 1 ・-q2 (I _ q2)'ρ …ョ
Lx and Ly are given by Lx=Ly=(1-Lz)/2 




(A9) L.=L =Lw =l 
j ゐ 3
(A10) 
For needles or cylinders (q>>l): 
ぃ与州一1)信 O叫ん=ぃj
q-
F or disks or lalnellas (qくく1):
(A11) Lz ~ 1-q cos-1 q起 1and Lx =ら信O.
B. Frequency dependence 01 tlte cOlnplex permittivity仰 ressedby Eq.17 
Equation 17 is rewritten as 
(Bl) 品 &--&H 司
& -&0 =φぺ27zs;+(6;-kkkco同
(B2) 
One ofthe three tenns in the right hand side ofEq.Bl can be rearranged as: 
今 G十 10)b ぅ市 .p -a φcos2 伊kzEJWUφcos~ 伊kE;+(s;-s;)LKGCK十joxlk
aKa +(jωXbKa + a8a&O)-I-むのYb&a8oφcos2的 p
ck(jmsoXl + joxlk/Ck) 
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Equation B2 has one relaxation term of the Debye type， and therefore Eq.B 1 is
expressed as: 
"r" LiE 1(， 
8 = 8，_ + )島+一-ー¥
k~，zl+ }ω'Tk }0)80 
where 
(B12) 






When el1ipsoids orient at random in suspension， the complex pennittivity of the 
suspension is obtained substituting cos2仇:=1/3in Eqs.B仏B11.
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Fig.l Ideal dielectric relaxation ofthe Debye type. (a) Frequency dependence of 
relative pennittivity and conductivity， (b) frequency dependence of loss factor and (c) 
cOlnplex plane plots. Relaxation paralneters (ら~，待" 勾" and 10) are indicated in (a) and 
(b). 
Fig.2 Complex plane plots of four relaxation句'pes:(a) Debye， (b) Cole-Cole， (c) 
Davidson-Cole and (d) Havriliak圃Negatni，which are fonnulated as shown in Table 1. 
Fig.3 Electrode configurations and measurement techniques. (a) two嗣electrode
method， (b) three圃tenninalmethod， (c) open-ended coaxial probe， (d) four，圃electrode
method and (e) electromagnetic induction lnethod with a pair of toroidal coi1s. The 
do抗edline in (e) indicates an induced electric field. V isapplied voltage and 1 iscurrent. 
Fig.4 (a) Electrical potential VO/lt at a point outside an el1ipsoid (of cOlnplex 
pennittivity 8p*) in a continuous medium (8a*) when a hOlnogeneous ac fieldE is applied. 
Rx， Ryand Rz are the semiaxes ofthe ellipsoid along the X-， y圃 andz圃axes.(b) Effective 
dipole mOlnentμ(凡pメIy，Ilz) induced by theE and its component m in the E醐direction.
仇 isthe angle between the ιaxis and the E.幽direction.
Fig.5 Dielectric relaxation of suspensions of spheroids. (a) For randomly oriented 
spheroids in suspension， the reduced relaxation intensi守(L18jφand(L18x+L18y)/φ~ and 
relaxation time ( ~andち口;)were calculated by varying the axial ratio q. (b) F or 
oriented prolate spheroids of q=10， L18jφ加 d(L1ら.+L18y)/φwerecalculated by varying 
the angle lfJz between the major axis and the electric field. The paralneter values used 
are: ら~2， K:=10μS/ln，ろ=80，and Kp =0.1 S/m. 
Fig.6 Effects of volmne fraction φon dielectric relaxation of spherical partic1e 
suspensions. (a) Frequency dependence of relative pennittivi句rand conductivity， (b) 
normalized complex plane plots. The theoretical curves were calcu1ated from Eq.39 
with 8a=2，凡な=10μS!tn，8p=80 and Kp=O.OI S/m. 
Fig.7 Electricallnodels for three-phase systems. (a) Single圃shellmodel and (b) 
droplet圃inclusionmode1. For detai1s予seetext. 
Fig.8 Multi醐shellmode1. The schelnatic illustration describes the derivation 
procedure ofthe theoretical equation. For details， see text. 
Fig.9 Theoretical dielectric relaxation curves for suspensions of spherical particles 
covered with melnbranes whose number nm is varied as: 1 (single-lnelnbrane)， 2 
(double醐membrane)，5and 200 (multi酬membrane).In the calculat 
lnernbrane phase， him=80， 1Cm=O.l SlIn and d;m=10 mn; for the core phase， 8c=80 and 
Kc=O.l S/crn; for the external phase， 8a=80 and Ka=O.l S/rn. The volulne fraction is 0.3 
and the outer most radius is 10μm. 
Fig.l0 Electricallnodels oflnelnbrane systems that are expressed by equivalent 
circuit lnodels. (a) Two田lalnellasystenl and (b) three圃lalnellasystenl. For details， see 
text. 
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Fig.ll Dielectric relaxation of planar BLMs in various aqueous electrolyte solutions. 
The low-frequency relaxation includes several relaxation tenns and the highイrequency
relaxation is alnlost the Debye type. (Frorn Coster et a1.， 1996 [60]) Reproduced by 
permission of Elsevier Science Ltd. 
Fig.12 (a) An elec出calmodel of the rnelnbrane system including concentration 
polarization layers. (b) and (c): Dielectric relaxation of an iorトexchangelnelnbrane in 
water when subjected to a trans圃lnelnbranevoltage of 9V The open circles are data 
points and the solid lines are calculated by the electrical1nodel in (a). (Frorn Zhao et a1.世
1991 [63]) Reproduced by pennission ofElsevier Science Ltd. 
Fig.13 Dielec甘icspectra monitored during fonnation ofthiolipid (octadecyl 
mercaptan) bilayer on a gold electrode. (a) Frequency dependence ofthe capacitance， 
and (b) that of the conduc伽 ce.(c) A possible rnechanisrn of the mernbrane formation. 
A thiolipid vesicle suspension prepared in 100 lnM KCl by sonication was applied to 
the gold surface. The tI1nes in rnin after the application of the vesicle suspension are 
indicated. (Yokoi and Asami， unpublished data). 
Fig.14 Measurement techniques for transrnernbrane adrnittance ofbiological cels. (a) 
The intemal electrode lnethod and (b) the patch pipette lnethod. 
Fig.15 Dielectric relaxation ofa W/O elnulsion. (a)Frequency dependence ofthe 
relative pennittivi句re and the loss factor 8'， (b) the cornplex plane plots. The open 
circles are data points， the solid lines were calculated froln Hanai' s lnixture equation 
(Eq.39) and the do抗.edlines were frorn Wagner's lnixture equation (Eq.23). (Froln 
Hanai et a1.， 1982 [79]) Reproduced by pennission ofSpringer圃Ver1agGln.もH&Co.
KG. 
Fig.16 Dielectric relaxation of cation圃exchangeresin beads (Amberlite⑧R圃120B，
Rohm and Hass) in distilled water. The open and solid circles are data points and The 
solid lines are calculated企omEq.39 with 8a=78， 1(a=0.0098 S/rn，ろロ40;ろ=3.3SlIn and 
φ=0.56. (Zhao and Asarni， unpublished data) 
Fig.17 Dielectric relaxation 
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lneasured relaxation was cOlnpared with the theoretical curves calculated frOln Eqs.39 
and 52 in (c) the frequency dependence profile and (d) the cOlnplex plane plots. (Froln 
Hanai et al.， 1988 [93] and Zhang et al.， 1984 [92]) Reproduced by pennission of 
Taylor & Francis Ltd. and Springer幽VerlagGlnbH & Co. KG. 
Fig.18 Dielectric relaxation ofLUV and MLV suspensions. The LUV (or Cel1圃size
liposolne) suspension was prepared by the method ofKI1n and Martin [99] The lipid 
used was a lnixture of phosphatidylcholine， cholesterol， cardiolipin and triolein 
(4:4:1:1). The lnean radius was about 3μln and the volume fraction was 0.30. The MLV 
suspension was prepared fonn D恥1PCaccording to Bangam's lnethod [100]. Volulne 
fraction was 0.23. The extemal medium for both the LUV and the MLV was 100 lnM 
KCl containing 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). Measurelnents were made at 250C. 
(Asami， unpublished da飽)
Fig.19 The effective relative permittivi句rof (a) spherical ery伽 oc拘 and(b) 
lYlnphocyte calculated from the dielectric relaxation of their cel suspensions using 
Hanai' s lnixtur~ equation. The open circ1es are data points. The solid lines were 
calculated using (a) the single掴shellmodel and (b) the double圃shelllnodel，which are 
il1ustrated as insets. (c) and (d): the complex plane plots for (a) and (b)， respectively. 
(From Asami et a1.， 1989 [102]) Reproduced by pennission ofElsevier Science Ltd. 
Fig.20 Composite-ce111nodel and ellipsoidal ce111nodel. (a) Double-shelllnodel， (b) 
double欄shellmodel including vesicles， (c) ellipsoidal ce111node1. 
Fig.21 Dielectric relaxation of suspensions of fission yeast cells of roιlike shape 
with di貸erentlnean celllengths: (a) 14.2μ.m， (b) 29.4μm and (c) 42.0μln. Themean 
cell dialneter was 4.1μm. The dielectric spectra observed (open circ1es) are composed 
oftwo relaxation terms (solid lines). (From Asalni， 1999 [110]) Reproduced by 
pennission ofElsevier Science Ltd. 
Fig.22 The electrode configurations used for single幽particleanalysis: (a) paral1el plate 
capacitor for dielectric spectroscopy， (b) dielectrophoresis， (c) electrorotation and (d) 
scanning dielectric microscopy. Applied ac voltages are indicated. 
Fig.23 The Clausius嗣Mossottifactor K calculated for a water droplet in an oi1 phase of 
(W/O type) and for an oil droplet in a water phase (O/W type). The real part (b) and the 
inlagina巧rpart (b) of K are plotted against frequency. The parameter values used 
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(ら'11C，m d;，) are altemately arranged. Frequency dependence of (a) the real and (b) the 
itnaginary part of K， and(c) the complex plane plots. Theparametervalues used are the 
srune as in Fig.9 except those ofthe extemallnediU1n (ら=80and Ka=O.OOI S!tn)， i.e.， 
&，=5 and 瓜'1=0S/ln for the melnbrane， 8;"，=80 and 1Cm=O.1 S/ln for the inter酬melnbrane
phase， &c=80 and Kc=O.1 S/cln for the core phase， dm=7 mn， and d;"，=10 J1n. The partic1e 
radius is 10μln. The nU1nber oflnembranes nm is varied as: 1，2， 5，20 and 200. 
Fig.25 Images of capacitance and conductance of a single nlicrocapsule in wa.ter. (a) 
Line帽scanimages obtained by scanning a probe electrode along the line 伽 oughthetop
of the microcapsule and (b) rasta幽scanimages where the probe frequencies are indicated. 
The lnicrocapsule of about 800μm in diameter had an aqueous inner phase of 3 mM 
KCl and a polystyrene shell of about 3μm thick. (From Asalni， 1998 [118]). 
Reproduced by permission of Springer-Verlag GmbH & Co. KG. 
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Table 1 Formalistnof dielectric relaxation 
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